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AtsSTR.ACT

Forecasting Turning Foints for Tnading Commodity Futures Using

Tirne-Series and Neural Network Vlodels

Chrispin Ntungo, B.Sc. (Zambia) M.Sc. (Manitoba).

Advised by: Dr. Milton S. Boyd, Ph.D.

This study examines turning point forecasts for commodity futures trading. First,

ARIMA turning point forecast implications of various out of sample forecasting steps

ahead are examined. The naive and one step ahead ARIMA turning point forecasting

models are compared. Data for three commodities traded on the futures exchanges are

used. Results suggest that turning point forecasting performance deteriorates as the

number of forecasting steps ahead increases. Secondly, neural networks are compared with

ARIMA for turning point forecasting abiiity at ten and twenty-five forecasting steps

ahead. Results show that neural networks used here predict a higher percentage of turning

points than ARIMA in five out of six cases. I{owever, neural network turning point

forecasts aÍe not statistically significant. This result may be attributed to: (Ð

nondifferenced data, or (ii) nonoptimal software algorithm, or (iii) over fitting of the

neural network models.

Thirdly, the ten and twenty-five forecasting steps ahead neural networks and

ARIMA models are, respectively, compared for trading performance. Neural networks

provide more ffades than AzuMA because of the many turning points their forecasts

generate. FIowever, returns from neural networks are generally lower than returns from

ARIMA because neural network turning point forecasts include small and iess important

turning points. Overall, all models show positive returns with most models having

reiatively high Sharpe ratios, thus showing acceptable risk levels. As well, the models

have reasonably low and acceptabTe equity draw downs.
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CHAPTER. X,

XNTRODUCTXON

Fnoblern Statement

Neural networks ale a relatively new class of artificial intelligence computer

prograrns which attempt to learn by copying the brain's problem solving process. Thus,

neulal networks are named after cells called neurons in the brain.

The application of neural networks to forecasting futures markets is a relatively

new area of financial research. In recent vears. a number of studies usins neural networks

to forecast futures markets have been conducted. Kaasfa and Boyd f f ggll forecast futures

trading volume on the Winnipeg Commodity Exchange (WCE) using neural networks.

They find that neural networks perform well in forecasting trading volume for four of the

six commodities. DeMatos et al (1995 , T996) forecast the Japanese Yen/US dollar futures

exchange rate using neural networks. They find that neural networks forecast more

accurately than the naive bench mark model.

In another study, Kohzadi et al (1996) cornpare the forecasting ability of

traditional time series models with neural network models. Their results show that

feedforward neural networks have the ability to both forecast price ievel and turning

points more accurately than autoregressive integrated rnoving average (ARIMA) models.

The cited research is not exhaustive. Therefore. there is need for further research

in the application of neural networks. One area where neural networks are being appliecl

is in forecasting futures markets and developing trading strategies.



Objecúives

The objectives of this study are, therefore (1) to determine the implications of

various steps ahead on market direction (turning point) forecasting, and commodity

futures trading performance. For example, to determine how quickly turning point

forecasting ability declines the further ahead into the future the turning points forecasts

are macle; and (2) to deterrnine the turning point forecasting performance and trading

performance of neural networks relative to ARIMA models.

In brief, the study attempts to find out what happens to the forecasting ability of

a model when a model is estimated and usecl to forecast up to, for example, five or ten

or twenty-five steps ahead. The study, as well, examines the implications of such forecasts

on coff).modity nading performance.

Ðata and Pnocedure

Data used are nearby weekly futures prices for corn, silver and the Deutsche Mark.

First, employing a sliding window model estimation approach turning point forecasting

performance is examined in chapter two using ARIMA models for forecasting up to

different steps ahead in the future. The percentages of accurate turning point forecasts are

compared across forecasting steps into the future and across the three commodities being

investigated. Secondiy, in chapter three, neural network models are compared with the

above ARIMA models for turning point forecasting performance.

Thirclly, in chapter four, comrnoclity futures tracling performance over various

forecasting steps ahead is examined comparing ARIMA and neural network trading



models. The models are used to forecast prices which are used with a trading rule to

generate buy and sell signals. Monthly ancl annual percent returns are calculated and

analyzed across forecasting steps ahead, trading systems, and commodities. Finaily, in

chapter five, a sumlnary of the findings of this research a-re presented together with some

perceived limitations ancl suggestions for further research.



CFNAPTER 2

F'ORÐCASTING PER.F'ORMANCE OVER VARIOUS FOR.ECASTING STEPS

AÉIEAÐ {.JSING AR.IMA MODEI,S

trntrodr¡ction

Market turning point forecasts are important for trading pu{poses, yet there are

relatively few studies on predicting turning points (market direction). Kohzadi et al (1996)

examine turning point forecasting ability of neural networks and ARIMA models. Also,

DeMatos et al (1996) exarnine turning points in the Japanese Yen futures market using

neural networks and ARIMA models. These studies show that neural networks out-

perform ARIMA at forecasting rnarket turning points. However, the sfudies have been

done on relatively small samples and on one or two commodities.

As well, a number of studies on forecasting accuracy have been conducted with

special reference to the accuacy of different forecasting techniques (Mahmoud, 1984).

Turning point forecasting ability tikely is affected by how far ahead the furure forecasts

are made. In other words, events further into the future are less similar to the past, the

further the event is in the future. Therefore, it is interesting to examine how fast turning

point forecasting ability declines when forecasts are made moving from nearer to further

ahead forecasting steps. Forecasting further ahead provides a means of testing the

robustness of a rnodel. A model need not be re-estimated every so often if it is robust

enough to forecast accurately several steps further ahead.



The objective of this chapter, therefore, is to determine market turning point

forecasting perfonnance over various out of sample forecasting steps ahead using AzuMA

moclels. Relatively simple models which use only past prices are developed here to test

the performance of ARIMA models over various forecasting steps ahead.

The next section describes the data and procedure. Section three discusses the

results. Section four is the summary of the results of the study.

Ðata and Frocedune

Weekly data for corn in cents per bushel (1969-1995), silver in dollars per ffoy

ounce (1972-1995), and the Deutsche Mark in US cents per Deutsche Mark (1975-1995)

nearby futures prices are obtainecl from the vendor Technical Tools Data. The first five

years of data we used to estimate the model leaving out of sample results for corn (1914-

1995), silver (1911-1995) and Deutsche Mark (1980-1995). Contract months are rolled

over approximately one month before expiration. Each Tuesday opening ancl closing

prices ale used to consffuct the weekly series. \ileekly rather than daily prices are used

in order to reduce noise and computation time.

ARIMA Model

A number of studies find that univariate time series, such as autoregressive

integrated moving average (ARIMA) models are as accurate as larger economeffic models

such as vector autoregressive models (Brandt and Bessler, 1984; Dorfman and Mclntosh,

1985; and Harris and Leutholcl, 1985). ARMA models may be esrimated as



autoregressive (AR) models if the moving 
^verage 

(MA) process is invertible. Therefore,

AR rnodels are the fonn of ARIMA estimated in this study because they are simple to

estimate, have well developecl model selection criteria, and require limited pretesting

(DeMatos et al, 1996). The term ARIMA is, however, consistently used through out this

study. AR models are identified using the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) (Akaike,

1981). A standard AR model is presented as:

where y, is a stationary stochastic process with non-zero mean, cr is a constant term, p is

the lag length, B is a pararrreter estimate of the autoregressive process and e, is a white

noise disturbance term. The AIC is used to identify the ARIMA model because it has the

desirable feature of weighing the precision of estimate in relation to parsimony in

parameterization of a statistical model (Judge, et al., 1988). The AIC measure is given as:

P
F1 nIt = & * Lþl"lr-i * ê,
i=0

^ 2K"
AIC = Inô'+ '

¡r

(2.1)

(2.2)

where K., is chosen in such a way as to nurnerically minimize the criterion. Effectively,

as K, increases the variance (1no2) decreases and the value of the likeiihood function for

the AR model increases.

Unit Root Tests

Dickey-Fuller unit root tests are used to test for stationarity of the time series

(Davidson and MacKinnon, 1993; Dickey and Fuller, 1981). White (1993) shows that for



a tilne series yr two forms of the augmented Dickey-Fuller regression equations are:

P

Lyt = ø6 + cr1)¡_, * Ð FrL!r_, * e,
j=r

p

Â), = cro + {r1}r_t * &zt * ! FrÅ lr_j * a,
j=t

(2.3)

(2.4)

where e,for t = 1,...,N is assumed to be Gaussian white noise.

Equation (2.3) has a constant but no trend. Equation (2.4) has both a constant and

trend. Using the AIC helps to ensure that the number of lagged terms p is chosen with

the errors uncorrelated. When dt = 0, a unit root is present in the time series y,, and

therefore the time series y, is nonstationaly. This implies that the standard asymptotic

analysis may not be used to obtain distributions of the test statistics.

Unit root tests are first completed on undifferenced data. If a unit root is found

then the data is differenced and the second unit root test done. At this point no unit root

should be found. The rnodel developed on stationary datz is then used for forecasting.

Table 2.1 shows that unit roots are present in undifferenced data. Therefore, the

undifferenced data is nonstationary" Table 2.2 shows that there are no unit roots present

in differenced data. Therefore, AzuMA models are estimated using fust differenced data.

Using the AIC, ARIMA models are iclentified with two lags for corn, fourteen lags

for silver, ancl twenty lags for the Deutsche Mark. One, three, five, ten and twenty-five

steps sliding ARIMA rnodels are estirnated on 260 observations. Forecasts are made up

to one, three, five, ten, and twenty-five periods ahead for purposes of comparison and



cletermining how robust the models are for forecasting far ahead in the future.

Naive Model

The term "naive" is used here when the current period's price is used as a forecast

for the future period's price. The value of naive forecasts is that they are preparecl

lelatively inexpensively and quickly. ln this research the naive forecasts are used as a

bench mark for evaluating ARIMA time series models. A time series model would be

expected to be an improvement upon the naive, since it uses more information in terms

of past lags. The naive model used here is expressed as:

v -r,'At*l - At (2.s)

where X, is the variable to be forecast, and the subscripß r+1 and r are the period of time

involved. This model is also evaluated using all the turning point forecast evaluation

ûreasures against which the ARß44 time series rnodels are evaluated.

Turning Foint Forecast Evaluation

Turning points (price direction) are important for trading because traders base

their buying and selling decisions on them. The ratio of accurate forecasts to the total

number of forecasts (RAF) indicates the percentage of correct price direction forecasts

that a model captures. The ratio of actual turning point forecasts to the total number of

actual turning points (RATPF) is also computed to determine the percentage of actual

turning point forecasts.

The following is an example of a turning point forecast. Define A,-, as last period's



actual price, A, as current period's actual price and A,*, as next periods actual price. Also,

define P,-, as lastperiod's forecastprice, P, as this period's forecastprice and P,*, as next

period's forecast price. If A,-r < A,> A,*, and Prt 1P,) P,a, then this is a correct actual

turning point forecast. If A¡ 1A,) A,*, and P,-r> P, < P,*r, then this is an incorrect actual

turning point forecast. RATPF measures the percentage of correct actual turning point

forecasts out of the total number of turning points in the time-series. The higher the ratio

the better the model.

Merton Test of Turninq Point Forecasts

Curnby and Modest (1987) provide a more rigorous statistical rnethod for testing

the ability of the model to forecast a significant number of turning points. The method

is a version of the Merton test (Merton, 1981). Kohzadi er al (1996) describe rhe test

procedure as follows: Define a forecast variable F,and actual direction variable,4, such

that

A,= | ff M, > 0 and A,=0 if ÅA, < 0 e.6)

F,=Lif APt >0 and F,=0 if A.P, <0 (2.7\

where Â4, is the amount of change in the actual variable between tíme t - 1 and r, and

ÁP, is the amount of change in the forecast variable for the same period.

The probability manix for the forecasted direction of changes in the forecast value

conclitional upon the direction of changes in the actual value is

Pr=Prob[F,=0lA,=0]

I - P, = Prob Wr= Ll A, = 0l

(2.8)

(2.e)
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Pz=Prob[F,=t lA,=1]

1-Pr=Prob[F,=0lA,=1]

(2.10)

(2.1r)

(2.r3)

In other words, (2.8) and (2.10) is the probability that the forecasted direction has actually

occurred and (2.9) ancl (2.11) is the probability of a wrong forecast. By assuming that the

rnagnitucle of changes in F, and A, are independent, Merton (1981) showed that a

necessary and sufficient condition of market tirning ability is that

Pt(t) +Pr(t)>t Q.t2)

That is, the forecaster, on average, has to be right in more than half of the time the

forecasts are made. Therefore, the null hypothesis to be tested is

Ho:Pr+Pr-7<0

vs Hr:Pr*Pr- 1>0

Curnby and Modest (1987) show that the above hypothesis can be tested through the

regression equation:

Fr=do+drAr+e,

where F,is the preclicted price direction binary variable defined by (2.7), A, is the actual

price binary variable defined by (2.6), Gi = Pr * Pz- 1, and e, is the error term.

If ut is greater than zero, then the modei is correctly forecasting the market

direction. If crr is greater than zero and significant, then the model is not only correctly

forecasting the market direction, but also forecasting with high probability.

R.esults

Table 2.3 shows various steps ahead turning point forecasting performance of

naive and ARIMA models using the Merton test, RAF, and RATPF for corn, silver, and

10



Deutsche Mark futures price. If the Merton cr, coefficient is positive and significant then

the rnoclel is forecasting turning points correctly with high probability.

Results show that only four out of eighteen cases of naive and ARIMA have

positive and significant Merton turning point coefficients. Therefore, only four out of

eighteen cases of naive and ARIMA have significant numbers of turning point forecasts.

The other fourteen cases show either wrong or/and insignificant tuning point forecasts.

The naive model fails to capture any statistically significant turning point forecasts,

according to the Merton test. However, the ARIMA at one forecasting step ahead has

statistically significant turning point forecasts in two out of three cases. Therefore,

ARIMA turning point forecasting is more accurate than that of the naive. ARIMA turning

point forecasts have wrong signs or become insignificant in eight out of fifteen cases as

the number of forecasting steps aheacl increases, according to the Merton test. This means

that ARIMA loses its ability to forecast turning points as the number of forecasting steps

ahead increases. The Deutsche Mark has the highest turning point forecasting

performance, followed by corn and silver. The Deutsche Mark has three out of six cases

statistically significant turning point forecasts. Corn has one and silver has none.

However, all the moclels have a fairly similar ratio of accurate forecasts to total

number of forecasts (or RAF). According to RAF, price direction forecasting performance

has no apparent trend over the various forecasting steps ahead. For corn and silver the

RAF is in a range slightly iower than 50 percent. For the Deutsche Mark, however, it is

in a range slightly above 50 percent. This impiies that ARIMA price direction forecasts

are hardly affected by number of forecasting steps ahead.

11



However, the RATPF shows that the number of correct turning point forecasts

declines slightly as the number of forecasting steps ahead increases. This means that

ARIMA turning point forecast performance is affected by number of forecasting steps

aheacl. Therefore, the ARIMA model loses turning point forecasting ability as the number

of forecasting steps ahead increases. Also, the naive moclel has more accurate turning

point forecasts than AzuMA for silver and the Deutsche Mark. The ARIMA is slightly

better than the naive model for corn. Since by the Merton test ARIMA at one forecasting

step ahead has statistically significant turning point forecasts, it is more accurate than the

naive model for forecasting market direction.

Surnrnary

The purpose of this chapter is to determine market turning point forecasting

performance over various forecasting steps ahead using ARIMA and naive models.

Weekly data for Corn (1969-1995), Silver (1972-1995), and the Deursche Mark (1915-

1995) nearby futures prices were used. ARIMA models for forecasting turning points up

to one, three, five, ten and twenty-five out of sample forecasting steps ahead are

estimated. Results suggest two important points. Filst, turning points forecasting ability

deciines as the number of forecasting steps ahead increases. This implies that AzuMA

loses its ability to forecast turning points accurately as the number of forecasting steps

ahead increases. Secondly, ARIMA shows slightly more accurate market turning point

forecasting performance than the naive bench mark model.
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Table 2.1 Dickey-Fuller Unit Root Test Results Before Differencing"

Null
Hypothesis

Test
Statistic

Critical
Yalue l0%o

coRN 1969-!99s

Constant, no trencl
A(1)=0 T-test
A(0)=A(1)=0

Constant, trend
A(1)=0 T-test
A(0)=A(1)=A(2)=0
A(1)=A(2)=0

SILVER 1972-1995

Constant, no trend
A(1)=0 T-test
A(0)=A(1)=0

Constant, trend
A(1)=0 T-test
A(0)=a11¡=A(2)=0
A(1)=A(2)=0

DEUTSCÍIE MARK

Constant, no trend
A(1)=0 T-test
A(0)=A(1)=0

Constant, trend
A(1)=0 T-test
A(0)=A(1)=A(2)=0
A(1)=A(2)=0

-2.1095
3.8451

-2.7589
2.6879
3.8s70

-3.1 355
4.9280

-3.1605
3.4014
s.0899

-2.51
3.18

-3.r3
4.03
5.34

\975-1995

-2.57
3.78

-3.r3
4.03
5.34

-2.51
3.18

-3.13
4.03
5.34

-0j0091
0.99552

-r.7466
1.5007
1.6606

*Almost 
all stalistics are insignificart for nondifferenced dat¿ which iudicates nonstationa¡ity of the time series.
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Table 2.2 Dickey-Fuller Unit Root Test Results After Ðifferencing'

Nu11

Hypothesis
Test

Statistic
Critical
Yalae lj%o

coRN 1969-199s

Constant, no trend
A(1)=0 T-test
A(0)=A(1)=0

Constant, trend
A(1)=0 T-test
A(0)=411¡=A(2)=0
A(1)=A(2)=0

SILVER 1972-1995

Constant, no trend
A(1)=0 T'-test
A(0)=A(1)=0

Constant, trend
A(1)=0 T-test
A(0)=A(1)=A(2)=0
A(1)=A(2)=0

DEUTSCHE MARK

Constant, no trend
A(1)=0 T-test
A(0)=A(1)=0

Constant, trend
A(1)=0 T-test
A(0)=611;=A(2)=0
A(1)=A(2)=0

-20.105
202.rc

-20.100
t34.67
202.01

-2.57
3.78

-3.13
4.03
5.34

-2.51
3.78

-3.r3
4.03
5.34

-2.57
3.78

-3.13
4.03
s.34

I.975-1995

-8.8879
39.498

-8.8938
26.366
39.s50

-6.9156
23"916

-6.9264
16.0r2
24.015

iA.ll statistics are significant for differenced data, which indicates stationa¡ity of the differenced time series.
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Table 2.3 Various Steps Ahead Tunning Foint Fonecasting Ferformance of Naive
and .A.RIMA Models using the Merton Test, R.AF, and RATFF for
Corn, Silver, and Ðeutsche Mank Futures price.u

Model û,0 ocr R2 r"oo RAF RATpFd
(To) (Vo)

Corn (L974-1995)

NArVE 0.41- 0.04 0.00 0.98 49.71 48.93
(22.37) (r.23)

ARIMA 1" 0.46. 0.07. 0.01 0.gg 52.60 51.gg(2r.82) (z.sr)

ARIMA 3 0.58. -0.03 0.00 0.95 41.58 34.3r
(28.08) (-1.06)

ARIMA 5 0.61. -0.05. 0.00 0.94 46.g6 20.27(2e.rs) (-1.66)

ARIMA 10 0.64. -0.06- 0.00 0.g4 45.94 r0.r4
(30.e1) (-2.28)

ARIMA 25 0.62. -0.06. 0.00 0.g1 46.40 5.07
(2e.s4) (-1.91)

Silver (L977-f995)

NAIVE 0.56. -0.11. 0.01 0.98 44.20 55.ß
(24.33) (-3.44)

ARIMA | 0.52. -0.02 0.00 0.91 48.56 50.38
(22.43) (-0.81)

ARrMA 3 0.48' -0.00 0.00 0.93 49.52 48.46
(20.77) (-0.2r)

ARrMA 5 0.49. -0.03 0.00 0.93 48.56 48.08(2r.s1) (-0.80)

ARrMA 10 0.48. -0.00 0.00 0.83 49.63 48.08t'o'tt' t-t'to' 
aouooouuu,
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TabIe 2.3

(Continued)

MODEL cro or R2 rp.a RAF RATPF
(Vo) (Vo

ARrMA 25 0.44- 0.01 0.00 0.77 50.16 31.69(re.44) (asz)

Ðeutsche Mank (1980-1990)

NAIVE 0.48. 0.01 0.00 0.99 50.38 52.32
(1e.4s) (0.37)

ARIMA 1 0.45. 0.06. 0.00 0.gg 52.90 44.95
(18.40) (r.13)

ARIMA 3 0.44. 0.10. 0.01 0.gg 54.92 48.20
(r7.e6) (2.81)

ARIMA 5 0.47. 0.09. 0.01 0.gg 54.42 49.23
(1e.1s) (2.62)

ARIMA 10 0.48. 0.01 0.00 0.89 52.53 50.77
(1e.5s) (0.24)

ARIMA 25 0.55. 0.02 0.00 0.93 50.38 44.33
(22.40) (0.46)

o Results are out of sample; F, : do + o¿rAr + e, is the Merton turning point test equation.
b r"^ is the correlation coefficient for predicted and actual price.
" RAF stands for ratio of accurate forecasts to total number of forecasts.
o RATPF stands for ratio of actual turning point forecasts to total number of actual

turning points.
" ARIMA forecast made 1 step ahead.. 

Significant at 5 percent levei; t values in parentheses.
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CF{,A.P'TER.3

NEURAI, NETWOR.K FOR.EC,A.STING PER.FORMANCE USING

COMMOÐTTY F.UT{JR'ES PR.NCES

Introduction

Neural networks are a new class of artificial intelligence computer programs

attempting to copy the brain's problem solving process. They look for patterns in data,

learn these patterns by nial and error, and use the learned information to classify new

patterns and make forecasts. Neural networks have been successfully applied in many

fields including finance ancl nading, medical applications and manufacturing. Within

finance neural networks have been used for S&F and gold futures prices forecasting

(Grudnitski ancl Osburn, 1993), portfolio trading (Trippi and DeSieno, 1992), stock price

prediction (Kimoto et aL, 1990; Kamijo and Tanigawa, 1990; Yoon and Swales 1991;

White, 1988), corporate bond rating (Dutta and Shekhar, 1988; Surkan and Singleton,

1991), and commodity trading (Collard, f99D.

Much of the attention surrounding neural networks is due to their ability to handle

nonlinear data. This ability makes neural networks to be universal approximators capable

of approximating any nonlinear function (Cybenko, 1989; Hetcht-Nielsen, 1989; Flornik

et al 1989; and White, 1989). Therefore, the dat¿ generating process need not be explicitly

modeled.

The last few years have seen increased interest in applying neural networks to
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commodity futures price forecasting. Kohzadi et al (1995) provide an example of price

forecasting with neural networks. Their neural network oueerforms the ARIMA model

and thereby supports the idea that neural networks may be a useful forecasting tool.

In another study, Kaastra and Boyd (1995) forecast monthly futures nading

volutne using a back-propagation neural network. They find that neural networks are able

to forecast up to nine months ahead and outperform the naive rnodel in four of the six

commodities. In addition, the neural networks also outperform an ARIMA model, and

their performance does not deteriorate with an increase in the forecast horizon. However,

besides looking at forecast error? studies need to analyze turning points or market

direction. Traders are most interested in market direction because thev need to use it for

buy and sell signals.

The objective of this chapter, therefore, is to determine market turning point

forecasting performance of neural networks. In particuiar, to compare market turning point

forecasting performance of neural networks with ARIMA time series models using

cornmodity futures prices.

The chapter is organizecl as follows: the next section presents neural network

theory. Section three describes neural network development procedure and data. Section

four provides an outline of ARIMA model development procedure and turning points

forecast evaluation methods. Section five covers discussion of results. Finally, section six

is a summary of results.
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Neura! Network Theory

Neural Network Architecture

Artificial neural networks consist of individual interconnected neurons. These

neurons are comparable to neurons in the human brain, and this is why they are called

neurons (Medsher, Turban and Trippi, 1993). Each neuron sends (receives) input signals

to (from) other neurons. Figure 3.1 depicts a typical neuron where Ii (i = 1,2, ..., n) are

input neurons, and Wi (i = 1,2, ..., n) are connection weights.

Neural network architecture means the number and layout of the neurons, how

they are interconnected, and the transfer function. The number of neurons per layer must

be selected. For input and output layers the number of neurons depends on the number

of inputs and outputs. For any nonlinear problem, the network needs at least one hidden

layer. The higher the number of neurons in the hidden layers the more parameters

(weights) it will use.

A transfer function in a back-propagation network is required to be a nonlinear,

continuously differentiable function. Using a nonlinear úansfer function aliows the neural

network to perform nonlinear statistical rnodelling. Transfer functions include the sigmoid,

hyperbolic tangent functions, sine, tanh, rarnping and step ffansfer functions (Klimasaukas,

1991; DeMatos et al, 1996).

Neural Network Paradigm

Many different neural network paradigms are used for many different problems.

For predictive purposes, the feedforward and recurrent back-propagation networks are
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used (DeMatos, et aI 1996; Mendelson, 1993), though the feedforward is most popular

for forecasting. A Feedforward back-propagation network consists of an input layer of

neurons, some hidden layers and an oufput layer. Figure 3.2 shows a simple feedforwa¡d

back-propagation network. The neurons in the first layer are fuily connected to the

neurons in the second layer. The layers between the input and the output layers are called

hidclen layers because they are hiclden from the view of the network developers and users.

A feeclforwarci back-propagation network can have any number of hidden layers.

Operation of the Neural Network

A neural network operates in a relatively straight forward manner. With the layers

fully connected, input data are presented to the network at the input trayer. The values

associated with each individual input neuron feed into the first hidden iayer. Each hidclen

neuron receives these values, multipliecl by the appropriate weight Ws-W,,, sums them,

runs them through a transfer function and produces an oufput at the output layer.

Initial values of the weights are ranclomly selected in training stages of the neural

network. Therefore, the first set of input vector may not produce the appropriate output

vector. Initially, the objective is to have the network learn that the input vector it is fTrst

given contains the factors that will eventually produce the ouþut vector supplied. In its

first attempt to do so the network first determines a measure of the error between its

generated ouþut and the desired output" The errors are then fed back through the network,

layer by layer, and are used to adjust the weights of the connections between the neurons

to minimize the total effor associated with the output vector. Thereafter, different input
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values are presented to the network repeatedly during training to try to reduce effors to

minimum levels.

The mathematical representation of the above process is straight forward. Define

ai as the activation value of the ith neuron in the input layer, oi as the output of the input

iayer and il/r as the weight of the link from the neuron i to the neuron i in the hidden

layer. Further, clefine å, as the bias value always equal to +1, and considered analogous

to the constant term in a regression model. The feed forward phase of the training

algorithm is then presented by equations (3.1) to (3.3) below:

a, = f(netr+b,) (3.1)

(3.2)

(J.J,)

wt¡ wtjot=5-¿-¿j

fl)c) = ar = --- 
J--

' 1+extr,(-r)

where flx) = f(nct¡+þ.)is the ffansfer function, which can

nonlinear function.

be any monotonic linear or

Transfer functions, also called activation, thresholcl or squashing functions, are

functions which determine the output of processing neurons. In linear transfer functions,

oulput is simply a linear rnuitiple of the inputs. Consequently, they are not useful for

nonlinear mapping and classification. In the case of continuous inputs and output models,

the sigmoid function is commonly used. Because of its differentiability, it has many

desirable properties for training and minimization of the error in the network. The ouþut

of a processing unit with a sigmoid function is given by:
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t* =,(x)(x _ frx))
(3.4)

(3.6)

where f(x) can be any monotonic nonlinear function.

McClelland and Rurnelhart (1988) show how the back-propagarion model is

trainecl on the steepest gradient descent algorithm to minimize the mean squared error

defined as:

E = K-l\o {to-o¿'
13 5ì

where E is the total error, K is the number of output neurons, and, onis the neuron

activation value of the output layer. The changes in weights wu and biases b,, which is the

backward pass of the training algorithrn, are given by:

Lr4* = Iôj¿¡+uLw¡¡x_t

Lbr*=rìô¡+uA^br*_,
(3.1)

where q is the leaming rate, ct, is the momentum, / is the time and ô, is the change for

each neuron. For the output layer

ör = (tr- oùfl(ok)
(3.8)

and for the hidden layer
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ô, = Ð aow¿f/(o,)
(3.e)

Neural Network Ðesign and Forecasting Frocedure

An eight-step neural network design procedure provicled by Kaastla and Boyd

(i996) is used to develop the commodity futures neural network forecasting models.

Input Selection

A separate neural network is designed for each commodity used in this study. The

commodities are corn, silver and the Deutsche Mark. Inputs to each neural network are

number of lags determined using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). Two lags are

determined for corn, fourteen lags for silver, and twenty lags for the Deutsche Mark.

Data Collection and Preprocessing

Weekly data on corn in cents per bushei (1969-1995), silver in dollars per ftoy

ounce (1912-1995), and the Deutsche Mark in I.JS cents per Deutsche Mark (1915-1995)

nearby futures prices are obtained from the vendor Technical Tools Dat¿. The first five

years of data are used to estimate the rnodel leaving out of sample results for corn (197 4-

7995), silver (1917-1995), and Deutsche Mark (1980-1995).

Contract months are rolled over approximately a month before expiration. Each

Tuesday closing price is used to construct the weekly series. Data preprocessing is done

by using the automated preprocessing foature provided by the neural network program
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Brainmaker hofessional version 3.0 (California Scientific Software, 1993). The data are

processed automatically using the maximum and minimum values approach. price levels,

rather than differences, are used in this study in order to provide a stronger test for the

neural network models. Neural networks are known to be flexible and capable of fitting

any data generating processes.

Training and Testing Sets

The neural network model is estirnated on 260 observations of weekly data in

sample and this is equivalent to five years of data. Neural network training uses 90

percent of the 260 observations ancl the remaining 10 percent are used for neural network

testins.

Neural Network Desiqn

A three layered feedforward back-propagation neural network is developed for

each commodity" The corn neural network has two input neurons, one hidden layer with

four neurons, and one ouþut layer with one neuron. The silver neural network has

fourteen input neurons, one hidden layer with eleven neurons, and one output layer with

one neuron. The Deutsche Mark neural network has twenty input neurons, one hidden

layer with eighteen neurons and one output rayer with one neuron.

Neural Network Evaluation Criteria

Several neural nefwork architectures are constructed and evaluated. The neural
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networks are evaluated based on the test results after 500 runs. The evaluation criteria

involves looking the average error, the root mean square error and the coefficient of

determination or R squarecl.

The neural network is required to produce minimum average and root mean square

errors, and maximum R-squared. The architecture that meets this criteria becomes the

alchitecture of the neural network to be trained for forecastins.

Neural Network Training

Training is automated using in built automation features of BrainMaker

Professional versiòn 3.0. For all the three neural networks an automated sliding window

training technique is employed (Kohzadi, et al. 1996; Kaastra and Boyd, 1995).

Initial weights are chosen at ranclom at the beginning of training. The learning rate

is initially set at 3, but is allowed to change automatically depending on the magnitude

of errors the neural network encounters and the speed at which the network is learning.

Since the errors must decrease in size as the neural network ffains, the learning rate is

automated to change from 3 clowti to 0. The learning rate takes any number between 0

and 3. The training tolerance is initiaily set at 10 percent (DeMatos, et al 1995). Training

is automated such that when 95 percent of the training observations have errors equal to

training tolerance or below, the training tolerance is cut in half until it reaches Z percent.

Testing is done while naining at every 80 runs. The neural netwoïk is programmed

to stop training when 90 percent of the test observations have errors less than or equal

to 2 percent, or when the neural network reaches 4000 runs. Then the neural network is
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savod and is ready to be used for forecasting.

Implementation of the Trained Neural Network

Implementing the neural network involves applying it on out of sample data it has

not seen before and making a forecast. Forecasting is done up to ten and twenty-five steps

ahead ex post. Each neural network is made to read files containing only new

observations, but no ouq)uß. Upon reacling the observations the neural network makes a

forecast of the output corresponding to each observation. The output is savecl and later

this ouçut is evaluated for turning point forecasting using the procedure outlined in

Chapter Two.

ARIMA Model Development and Forecasting Frocedure

The procedure for developing the ARIMA model for forecasting turning points up

to ten and twenty-five forecasting steps ahead is given in the procedure section of Chapter

Two. The different methods for evaluating turning point forecasts are also given in

Chapter Two. The next section consists of the results.

Results

Turning Point Forecasting Performance Results

Table 3.1 shows turning point forecasting performance of the 10 and, 25

forecasting steps ahead neural network and ARIMA modeis using the Merton test, RAF,

and RATPF for corn, silver, and Deutsche Mark. The Merton test is applied to test for
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statistically significant turning point forecasts. If the Merton cr, coefficient is positive and

statistically significant then the model is forecasting turning points correctly with high

probability.

However, results show no positive and significant Merton or coefficients.

Therefore, none of the twelve models have forecastecl a statistically significant number

of tuming points' This means these models are forecasting turning points, but not at a

statisticaliy significant level. In other words, the models do not have significant turnins

point forecasting abilities.

The RAF ancl RATPF show the percent of cor¡ect price direction and turning point

forecasts' respectively. The RAF for corn is somewhat the same across neural networks

and ARIMA' However, RAF for neural networks is slightly lower for silver and Deutsche

Mark' overall, present results show neural networks to be slightly less accurate than

ARMA at forecasting market direction.

Howevet, the RATPF shows that the neural network has predicted slightly more

turning points than ARIMA models for all commodities. For example, the RATpF for the

10 and 25 forecasting steps ahead corn neural network is 51.g5 percent and 50.10 percent,

respectively' The RATPF for the 10 and 25 forecasring sreps ahead ARIMA is 10.14

percent and 5'07 percent, respectively. The same observation may be made for the

Deutsche Mark" For silver, however, results are comparable between neural networks and

ARIMA models. In generar, therefore, there are more turning points predicted by neurar

networks than by ARIMA modeis.
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for forecasting up to ten and twenty-five forecasting steps ahead because neural networks

would require a large amount of computation time to produce the shorter step ahead

forecasts. Neural networks rnay perform better at short forecasting steps ahead as they

have more parameters than ARIMA, though this is a subject for further research.

Surnrnary

Neural networks aÍe a relatively new class of artificial intelligence computer

programs that attempt to learn by copying the brain's probiem solving process. They look

for patterns in data, learn these patterns by nial and error and use the learned information

to classify new patterns and make forecasts. The purpose of this chapter is to develop a

neural network rnodel to forecast turning points for corunodity futures prices. Neural

networks for forecasting turning points for corn, silver and Deutsche Mark futures prices

are cleveloped. Their turning point forecasting performance up to ten and tweniy-five

forecasting steps ahead is compared with that of AzuMA time-series rnodels.

Results show that neural networks used here predict a higher percentage of turning

points than ARtrMA models in five out of six cases. This outcome supports that of

Kohzadi et ai (1996) who find that neurai networks predict turning points more accurately

than ARIMA rnodels. Howevet, the Merton test for turning points forecasting ability

shows that the turning point forecasts are not significant. This result may be attributed to:

(i) nondifferenced data, or (ii) nonoptimal software algorithm, or (iii) over fitting of the

neural network models.
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Figure 3.X

Typical Neuron
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Figure 3.2

Feedforwarcl Back-Fropagation Network

0ulput Loyer (k)

Hidden Loyer (i)

Inpui Loyer (i)
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Table 3.1 Turning Foint Forecasting Ferformance of the 10 and 25 Forecasting
Steps Ahead Neural Network, and ARIMA Models using the Mentoñ
Test, RAF, and RATFF for Corn, Silver, and Deutsche Mark Fut¡rres
Frice Forecasts"

MODEL cr,o crr Bz r",oo RAF. RATpF,r
(Vo) (Vo)

Conn, T974-1995.

Neural Network 10" 0.46. 0.01 0.00 0.24 46.76 51.g5(21.80) (0.36)

ARIMA 10 0.63" -0.06" 0.00 0.84 45.94 \).r4(30.e1) (-2.28)

Neural Nerwork 25f 0.459" 0.011 0.00 0.27 46.5g 50.10(2r.72) (0.36)

ARIMA 25 0.61. _0.05. 0.00 O.gi 46.40 5.07(2e.s4) (_1.e1)

Silver, 1977-L995.

Neural Network 10 0.45" -0.03 0.00 0.64 45.05 40.00(re.73) (-1.16)

ARrMA 10 0.48. _0.01 0.00 0.83 49.63 48.08(20.71) (-0.14)

(Continued)
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Table 3.1

(Continued)

Model Go crr R2 rp^ RAF RATPF
(Vo) (Vo)

Neural Network 25 0.44. -0.04 0.00 0.54 44.52 39.04
(re.32) (-1.16)

ARIMA 25 0.44. 0.01 0.00 037 50.16 37.69
(re.44) (0.32)

Ðeutsche Martrr, 1980-1995.

Neural Network 10 0.46. 0.01 0.00 0.58 49.81 53.61
(18.78) (0.s0)

ARIMA 10 0.48. 0.01 0.00 0.89 52.53 50.77
(le.ss) (0.23)

Neural Network 25 0.47- -0.00 0.00 0.56 49.12 54.90
(te.27) (-0.0s)

ARrMA 25 0.55. 0.02 0.00 0.93 50.38 44.33
(22.40) (0.4s)

" Out of sample results. F, = oo + c[,rA, + e, is the Merton turning point test equation.
b r",o is the correlation coefficient for predicted and actual price.
" RAF stands fol ratio of accurate forecasts.
o RATPF stands for ratio of actual turning point forecasts.
" Forecast made 10 steps ahead.
r Forecast made 25 steps ahead.
' Significant at 5 percent; t values in parentheses.
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CFIAPTÐR 4

COMMOÐTTY F'UTIJRES TR.AÐTING PER.F'ORMANCE OVER. VAR.IOUS STÐPS

AFIEAÐ F'OR.ECASTS USING ,A.R.TMA ANÐ NEIJRAI, I\ETWOR.K MOÐÐX,S

trntroduction

The development of artificial intelligence technology, particularly neural networks,

has brought about a new way of forecasting financial markets. Recent research in the use

of neural network trading systems has increased. For example, Trippi and DeSien o (1992)

attempt to develop, at least in theory, a successful day trading system that combines

several trainecl neurai networks to h'ade equity index futures. They claim that this system

outperforms passive investment in the index. Also, research shows that trading

performance can be enhanced by integrating neural networks with conventional rule-based

expert system techniques (Lee, Trþpi, Chu, and Kim, 1990; Trippi, 1990).

The most important aspect of artificial intelligence technology, particularly to

commodity futures portfolio managers, is the development of neural network based

systems that can directly aid in risk assessment, commodity selection and trading timing

decisions. A few such systems have been built to (i) determine the optimal buy and sell

timing for an equity index (Kimoto et al, i990), (ii) drive a trading strategy for a non-

financial commodity index (Collard, 1991), and (iii) trade the Japanese yen (DeMatos et

aI, 1995).

The use of past prices is called technical analysis and this seems to be an integral
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part of trading decisions of many speculators in futures markets. Brorsen and lrwin (1987)

repoft that 80 percent of commodity investment pools use computeized technical trading

systems. Moteover, two highly regarded books by Schwager (1989, l9g2) give the üading

testimonials of a large number of traders who have used technical analysis to produce

significant trading profits over a long period of time.

Lukac and Brorsen (1990) show that twenty-two of the twenty-three technical

trading systems simulations conclucted in thirty different markets produce significant net

returns. Also, Boyd and Brorsen (1991) tests of five technical trading systems on seven

commodities yield significant annual net returns. The present research, also, employs

technical analysis to deveiop and apply nonlinear techniques to derive infonnation

contained in past prices, and to use this information to make mading decisions.

The objectives of this chapter, therefore, are to (i) determine the implications of

different steps ahead forecasts on technical frading performance; and (ii) determine the

performance of neural networks relative to ARIMA time series and naive technical ftading

rnodels. Because neural networks are noniinear estimators and it is generally believed that

financial markets are nonlinear? lnany believe neural networks should perform better than

ARIMA time series models at providing correct and profitable trading signals.

The next section provides the theory. The third section provides the procedure and

data. The results are provided and discussed in section four. Finally, section five presents

a summary of the chapter.
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Theory

Market Efficiencv

Fama (1910) defines an efficient market as a market where prices reflect all

available past and cur¡ent information. Jensen (1978) defines a market as efficient with

respect to information set Q, if it is impossible to make economic profits by frading on

the basis of the information set C¿r. The efficient market hypothesis is defined for three

different information sets: First, the weak form of the efficient market hypothesis, in

which information set Or is taken to be only the information cont¿ined in past price

history of the market at time t.

Second, the semi-strong form of the efficient market hypothesis, in which Ç), is taken

to be all available public information and past prices at time t.

Third, the sffong form of the efficient market hypothesis, in which Q is taken to be

all information both public and private available to anyone at time t.

This study focuses on technical trading profits. Thus, the weak form of the

efficient market hypothesis is the most appropriate theory here because it uses past prices

as does technical analysis. The weak form hypothesis implies that both past and present

prices fully reflect all available information. Therefore, if futures markets are weak form

efficient, then technical trading systems should not on average be profitable.

Martinqale Model

Samuelson and Mendelbrot assert that if speculative prices in an efficient market

fuliy reflect aII avallable information, then they should follow a Martingale statistical
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The Martingale implies that the expected value of the next period,s price, p,*,, given o,

is equal to the cuffent price P,. In other words, the price expected tomoffow given

information set f),, is today's price. The Martingale is equivalently defined as the

expected return or price change, rr*r, given f), is zero. That is:

E(rrql0r) = 0 (4 )\

Thus, the model cloes not permit positive speculative returns over time. From technical

analysis perspective, the Martingale rnodel implies that no technical trading system could

yield a return above zero.

R.andom'Walk Model

The random walk hypothesis states that today's price P,, minus yesterday's price,

P,_, is equai to rr, which is a random variable. It is represented as:

Pr- Fr-, = r,

process. The Martingale model is given as:

E(F,*rlÇ},) = P, (4.r)

(4.3)

where,

f(r,qlCI,) = f0,.) (4.4)

which means that the probability distribution of r,*, given information set Ç), is equal to

the probability distribution of r,*,. This means that the conditionat marginal probability

distribution of r, are identical, implying that since r,, or price changes, are independent
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and uncoffelated, successive price changes are identically, independently disfributed

(Fama, 1970).

Fama also points out that the random walk is just an extension of the Martingale

model because it makes a sftonger assumption of cornplete independence of price changes

from one period to the next, whereas the weak form of the Martingale cloes not. The

ranclom walk model is linked to only the weak form of the efficient market hypothesis

because the only information it uses is past prices. In contrast, the Martingale model is

linked to, ancl can be usecl to test, all three levels of the efficient market hypothesis. For

the most part, however, the Martingale and random walk models are indistinguishable.

This is so because the Martingale's price of dependence is very small (Fama and Blume,

1966). Therefore, for practical purposes, the models are quite similar. Consequently, tests

of the weak form efficiency have used the random walk model although many of them

have rejected it (Larson, 1963; Stevenson and Bear, 1970; Cargill and Rausser, 1972,

7975;TayIor, 1982). Further, the bulk of these studies conclude that the random walk

shouid not be used as a general description of futures prices (Taylor, 1985).

Taylor argues that "Futures prices are not random with constant returns.

Furthermore, it is possible to show that returns are not randomly distributed about

fluctuating equilibrium expected returns, determined rationally by interest rates, inflation

and risk premia (Taylor 1980, pp. 343-350). Therefore, prices sometimes do not adjust

fully and instantaneously when new information becomes availabie. Thus, futures markets

are not perfectly efficient in the manner described by Fama (1976, p. 140)."

Disequilibrium theory and noisy rational expectations theories appear to offer an
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explanation why technical trading systems may be profitable.

Disequiiibrium Theorv

Disequilibrium theory argues that markets do not immediately adjust to

infonnation shocks because of rnarket frictions, such as cost of acquiring information.

With time, however, markets may slowly adjust to new information. Nevertheiess"

profitable trading systems are possible because of the price trends that exist as a resuit

of the adjustment process caused by information shocks (Beja and Goldman, 1980;

Nawrocki, 1984).

Noisv Rational Expectations Theorv

If market participants are not heterogeneously informed of new and otherwise

difficult information to obtain, then prices tend to be an irnperfec,t aggregator of

information. Using a two period noisy rational expectations model, Brown and Jennings

(1989) claim that as a result of this imperfect aggregation, the current price is not a

sufficient statistic for private information possessed by rnarket participants. Consequently,

historical prices add information that is not available with the current price alone" In other

words, technical anaiysis provides additional information to market participants forming

an expectation of future prices.

Recent years researchers argue that price generating processes for most assets

exhibit nonlinear clynamics. Neftci (1991) argues that if price dynamics are nonlinea¡,

technical analysis may be capturing information cont¿inecl in higher-order moments of
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asset prices. Such information would not be captured by traditional linear models. An

examination of stock returns generated ftom some technical trading rules by Brock,

Lakonishok, and LeBaron (1992) appears to suggest that the return generating process of

stocks is more complicated than that suggested by rinear models.

The prececling discussion suggests that the price adjustment process implied by the

disequilibrium theory rnay be nonlinear. Brown and Jennings (1989) claim that past prices

are an important factor in futures price detennination. Moreover, if the unclerlying

commodity returns generating process is chaotic, then a nonlinear technique such as a

neural network, using past prices may be more likely to produce statistically significant

returns than a linear model.

Frocedure and Data

Neural network theory, model clesign, and training procedure are given in Chapter

3. The ARIMA model development procedure is given in Chapter Two. This section

discusses the procedure for developing a technical trading system based on neural network

and ARIMA futures price turning point forecasts described in Chapters Two and Three.

Trading Model and Assumptions

The trading model is a computer

technical system. The model keeps track

transactions as well as weekly percentage

program that simuiates the trading of the

of weekly price movements, sell and buy

returns. This information is saved for each

isnal Forecastin
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commodity traded.

The trading model assumes, first, no pyrarniding of profits or positions is allowed.

Secondly, the nearby futures contract is traded. Thirdiy, any draw down in equity is

replacecl with aclditional capital.

Tracling Strategv ancl Rule

One major strategy employed by many futures traders is the use of the trend as

an aid in making trading clecisions. This behaviour is based on the assumption that prices

have positive autoconeiation, and that once a trend starts it witi continue. Traders want

to follow trends so they can take positions early in the trend and maintain that position

as long as the t¡end continues. Tradors may, however, change their position when they

predict a change in the trend or market direction.

Moving averages are usually considered a simple but effective way to smoothen

prices and to measure the market's trend. An alternative to moving averages is the use

of longer periods, such as weekly, monthly or annual, prices. This research uses weekly

prices in the forecasting model. Accordingly, weekly prices are expected to capture

weekly trends in the futures price.

The weekly price trading strategy used here is to buy (se11) on the open if a rising

(falling) price ffend is forecasted. If no change in the trend from the previous week is

predicted the current position is maintained. The trading rule is summarized as:

If Pt_l 1Pr) Pr*, then Sell (or Go short).

If Pt_r ) P, ( Pr*, then Buy (or Go long),
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where P,, is the previous week trading closing futures price, P, is this week's trading

closing futures price and P,*, is next week's trading forecasted closing futures price.

These trading rules reflect turning points in the price movement.

The nature of trading of the models is basically the same. The one step ahead

forecasting models are re-estimatecl every step ancl used immediately to generate rading

signals. The three step ahead forecasting models are re-estimated every three steps and

usecl to generate trading signals for the next three steps. The other models are also re-

estimated and used in a similar manner.

A priori, the one step ahead forecasting systems are expected to produce the

highest number of trades. This is because they are re-estimated every step, and therefore

trace out trends quickly. Further steps ahead forecasting models are expected to produce

lesser trades because they are not re-estimated so often. Therefore, they may be tracing

out Íends that have already changecl. When this happens they miss out some turning

points, and therefore reduce chances of producing a higher number of trading signals.

A stop loss tolerance level is established to allow for exits in case of losses, and

entries in case of gains. In this study, if losses on the trade are more than five percent of

the entry price, then the trade is exited, and the frader waits for a new signal.

Returns a.re calculated fron net contract values which aÍe determinecl by

subtracting transaction costs that are macle up of two parts. First, a hundred dollar

transaction fee per fade, which includes commission costs and skid error or slippage

(Mandelbrot, 1963). Skid error is the difference between the actuai price received for a

buy or sell order on an open or close, and the recorded price for a market opening or
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closing used in a historical price series published by an exchange" trn addition, a

transaction cost of one hundred dollars per roll over is also subtracted.

Start-up Equiw. Marqins. Trading Returns ancl Draw down

Trading is started with initial investment of $100,000. Margins peïcentages vary

by commodity and a.re assumed to be 5 percent for corn, 10 percent for silver and 3

percent for the Deutsche Mark. These a¡e consistent with historical average percentage

margin levels (Brorsen and hwin, Ig87).

Commodity trading returns are determined as return on investment (ROI). They

are calculated by taking the difference between, for example, net confract value of a sell

and a buy, and expressed as a percentage of total investmont. Twenty-five percent of the

initial investment is invested in margins and the 75 percent remainder held back for

potential margin calls. This investment sffategy is consistent with the capital management

practices of large commodity funds (Lukac, Brorsen, and hwin, 1988). The percent

returns are calculated on monthlv and annual basis.

Draw down is an important trading analyst statistic because it indicates how close

a trader comes to losing ail equity. It is the minimum of the percentage change in equity

over the entire trading period reported. For example, if a trader started with $100,000

equity whose lowest point of equity at any time over the trading period was $60,000, then

the draw down would be $40,000 divided by $100,000 or 40 percenr.
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Tradine Statistics. Siqnificance Tests. Disffibution, and Riskiness of Returns

Trading statistics are collected over 1092 weeks for corn, 936 weeks for silver" and

780 weeks for the Deutsche Mark. The statistics inclucle the total number of nades, the

number of profitable fades, the number of losing ffades, the average profit per profitable

ffade, the average loss per losing ffade, the average profit per trade, and the break-even

tracles.

A two tailed student t-test is used to test whether statistically significant profits,

measured as the mean net return (MNR), are realized. The t-test is sufficiently robust

when used with a large sample size as in this study, though it may have lower power

when the data is not normally distributed. The null hypothesis is that the mean net return

is zero, against the alternate hypothesis that the mean net return is not zero. That is:

Ho: MNR = 0

Ftr,: MNR + 0

where MNR is the monthly and/or annual mean net return for a given commodity. The

monthly MNR is determined by summing four or five weekly returns, depending on

whether the month ends in the fourth or fifth week. The annual MNR is determined by

summing twelve monthly returns. The returns are determined beginning from the flust

week in January and ending with the last week in December of each year. The t-statistic

used is expressed as:

l=
x-x"

(4.s)

slln

the expected mean return,
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theory to be zero. s is the standard deviation, and n is the sample size.

The shape of the distribution of returns is investigated by the skewness coefficient

or the third moment of the nonnal distribution. The relative skewness coefficient (()

formula is:

þa

,lÉ

where ¡t, is the seconcl moment or variance of returns and pj is the third rnoment of the

roturns. If the skewness coefficient is zero, the returns foilow a synìmetric distribution as

in the normal distribution. In other words, profits are syfiunetric with losses. A skewness

coefficient greater than zerc implies a right skewness, and one iess than zero implies a

left skewness.

The kurtosis coefficient (K) is derived from the fourth moment of the series" It

indicates the general concentration around the mean. The relative kurtosis coefficient is

expressecl as:

(4.6)

(4.7)*= Fo

V,,

where y,n is the fourth moment. Normally distributed returns are consistent with the

kurtosis coefficient being equal to zero. A kurtosis coefficient greater than zero implies

that returns follow a leptokurtic or high peak distribution. A kurtosis coefficient less than

zero means that returns follow a platykurtic or flatter than normal distribution.

One problem associated with using the t statistics to test for the significance of
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returns is that the t test assumes traders are risk neutral. However, if one assumes that

traders are risk averse, and that a market is efficient, then speculators cannot obtain a

profit after adjusting for risk. In this study, risk is measured by the Sharpe ratio (Sharpe

1910). The Sharpe ratio is calculated by dividing the mean return value by the standard

deviation. Alternatively, the riskiness of the returns may be determined by observing the

standard deviation. The larger the standard deviation the riskier the returns. Lastly, the

minimum and maximum returns are determined as well.

Results

Tradins Results

Table 4.1 shows corn futures trading results over various forecasting steps ahead

across the naive, AzuMA, and neural network trading models. As expected, the total

number of trades declines with the increase in the forecasting steps. ARIMA 1 step ahead

model has the highest number of trades at 532 trades. This is followed by ARIMA 3 at

394 trades, AzuMA 5 at 236 ftades, ARIN4A 10 at 123 trades and ARIM A 25 at 56

ffades. Trading corn with a 1 step ahead forecasting model provides highest number of

tracles.

Only the 10 and 25 forecasting steps ahead neural net'works and ARIMA trading

models aro compared because shorter steps ahead neural networks require excessive

computation time. In general, the neural networks have more trades than ARMA, likely

because of their nonlinear forecasts which would predict more changes. The 10

forecasting steps ahead neural network has 589 trades compared to the parallel AzuMA
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with 123 trades. The 25 forecasting steps ahead neural network has 588 trades compared

to ARIMA which has 26 trades. Table 4.2 shows similar trading results for silver. Again,

the total number of trades declines with the increase in the forecasting steps ahead.

The Deutsche Mark results are given in Table 4.3 and overall results are as

expected and similar to corn and silver. Tables 4.1 through 4.3 show approximately 50

percent winning fracles. This is consistent with most mechanicai trading systems as tested

by Boyd ancl Brorsen (1991), and Lukac and Brorsen (1990). It indicates rhat while there

is approximately equal number of winning and iosing trades, the winning trades are larger

than the losing trades implying the trades are profitable on average.

Monthlv and Annual Tradinq Percent Returns Results

As the number of forecasting steps increases turning point forecast accuracy would

be expected to decline. Therefore, mean trading returns are expected to decline as the

number of forecasting steps ahead increases. Neural networks returns wouid be expectecl

to be superior to ARIMA because of neural networks ability to capture nonlinearities in

the data if they are estimated properly and have suitable algorithms. Also, trading returns

from ARIMA would be expected to be greater than those from the bench mark naive

trading model because the naive simply uses this period's price for next period's

forecasted price.

Table 4.4 shows monthly and annual percent returns for corn futures naive,

ARIMA, and neural network trading models over various forecasting steps ahead. As

expected, returns decrease with the increase in the number of forecasting steps ahead. For
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example, ARIMA t has the highest annual rnean return at 44.37 percent. This is foiiowed

by ARIMA 3 at 36.33 percent, ARIMA I0 at 2I.68 percent, ARIMA 5 at 13.73 percenr

ancl ARIMA 25 at I.76 percent. Returns decrease as the number of forecasting steps

ahead increases because forecasting rnodels lose turning point forecasting ability the

further ahead forecasts are made.

Only the 10 and 25 forecasting steps ahead ARIMA and neural network models

could be compared because shorter steps ahead neural networks demand excessive

computation time. Fot cotn, returns from neural networks are greater than ARIMA. For

example, the annual mean retum for the 10 forecasting steps ahead neural network is

30.79 percent compared to the parallei ARIMA with 21.68 percent. The annual mean

return for the 25 forecasting steps ahead neural network is 34.05 percent compared to

1.76 percent for ARIMA. Returns from the naive model are about the same as ARIMA

for one forecasting step ahead, indicating that ARIMA does not perform any more

profitably here.

Similarly, Table 4.5 shows monthly and annual percent returns statistics for silver

naive, AzuMA, and neural network trading models over various forecasting steps ahead"

The results are very similar to those for corn. All returns from different forecasting steps

ahead models are positive, significant and generally decreasing with the increase in the

forecasting steps.

Comparing models shows that the 10 forecasting steps ahead ARIMA has higher

returns than the parallel neural network. AzuMA has 46.86 percent compared to 36.86

percent for the neural network. The annual mean return for the 25 forecasting steps ahead.
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ARIMA is 37.68 percent compared to 38.39 percent for the neural network. These rerurns

are comparable. Overall, both neural networks ancl ARIMA demonstrate abilities to realize

significant returns using forecasts made up to 10 and 25 forecasting steps aheacl.

Howevet, ARIMA generally has higher percent returns than neural networks.

The naive model has a positive ancl statistically significant annual return o140.26

percent. Howevet, it is less than the 53"32 percent return for the one forecasting step

ahead ARIMA. Therefore, ARIMA performance is slightly higher than that of the naive.

Table 4.6 shows monthly and annual percent returns statistics for Deutsche Mark

naive, ARIMA, and neural network mading models over various forecasting steps ahead.

Generally, the returns are positive though not significant. This result shows that the

Deutsche Mark market may be weak form efficient since the profîts are insignificant.

'With respect to number of forecasting steps, the returns appear to have no apparent trend.

This suggests that the Deutsche Mark models are not very different in their forecasting

abilities over the various forecasting steps ahead. This implies that any of the Deutsche

Mark models may be re-estimatecl less frequently and the parameters may remain valid

over a reasonable number of forecasting steps ahead.

Comparing models shows that returns are generally lower for the neural network

than ARIMA models. The annual mean return for the 10 forecasting steps ahead AzuMA

is 28.70 percent compared with 19.40 percent for the parallel neural network. Also, the

annual mean return for the 25 forecasting steps ahead ARIMA is 23.89 percent compared

with 19.42 percent for the parallel neural network. ARIMA performance is better than

neural network perfonnance because it has higher annual returns than the neural network.
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Annual returns for the naive and ARIMA models are comparable.

Results in general for all three comrnodities show that mean annual returns are

declining as the number of forecasting steps increases. This is because the models forecast

fewer turning points as the number of forecasting steps ahead increases. This impiies that

for rading purposes shorter steps ahead may be preferred to further steps ahead since they

result in more trades which lead to higher returns. Also, returns from neural networks are

larger than those from ARIMA for corn. However, neuïal networks have lower returns

than the ARIMA for Deutsche Mark and siiver.

As well the naive model has provided positive and statistically significant retuns

for corn and silver, but not Deutsche Mark. It might be expected that the naive model

would be profitable only if time series are autocorreiated. However, Table 4.7 shows

weekly autocorrelation coefficients for corn, silver, and the Deutsche Mark futures price

changes, and only silver autocorrelation coefficient is statistically significant. tlowever,

corn is also profitable, but does not show significant autocorrelation. Therefore, corn is

profitable probably because of disequilibrium in the market or simply because of a

powerful trading rule.

AII the models show relatively acceptable return to risk ratio as indicated by the

Sharpe ratio, which is the mean divided by standard deviation. Also, the draw down

percentages over various forecasting periods are close to 5 percent for corn, about 5

percent for Deutsche Mark, and between i 1 and 29 percent for silver. These draw downs

should be acceptable by traders since they are reasonably low, and therefore make trading

with these models relatively safe. That is, only a small percentage of equity as indicated
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by draw downs may be at risk. Draw downs from neural nefworks and ARIMA are

comparable.

The positive annual returns and Sharpe ratios in Tables 4.4 through 4.6 are

consistent with mechanical trading systems returns and Sharpe ratios found by Boyd and

Brorsen (1991). As well, the draw downs found in this study are smaller than the 20 to

30 percent clraw downs often found for mechanical n'ading systems such as those by

Lukac and Brorsen (1990).

Most returns are leptokurtic because they have positive kurtosis coefficients. In

other words, the returns have high peaks with fat tails, as opposed to a normal distribution

which has a bell shape. This means that the mean returns are affected by extreme positive

and negative returns concenûated in the tails rather than around the mean as in the normal

distribution. These returns a-re generally skewed to the right as indicated by positive

skewness coefficients. This rneans there are more positive returns concentrated in the right

tail. This is why the returns are on average positive. The implication of such distribution

of returns is that trading will provide both positive and negative returns, but the positive

returns will be higher than negative returns on average.

CorneXation of A.nnual Returns

Traders can diversify across commodities, systems or both in order to reduce risk

if there is negative or low correlation of returns. Diversification can be achieved across

negatively correlated systems and commodities. Table 4.8 shows correlation coefficients

of annual returns fot com, silver, and the Deutsche Mark. It shows that corn and Deutsche
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Mark as well as silver and Deutsche Mark are negatively or weakly positively correlated.

Therefore, these make sftong candidates for diversification.

The corn and silver ARIMA trading models at five steps ahead are negatively

correlated. Also, the corn and silver neural network trading models at ten and twenty-five

steps aheacl are negatively correlated. Therefore, these make strong candidates for

diversification as well. However, their correlation is not significant. The corn and

Deutsche Mark ARIMA at ten steps aheacl is significantly negatively correlated. These

make strong candidates for diversification.

Across systems, the 10 and 25 forecasting steps ahead silver neural network and

ARIMA systems are relatively uncorrelated. Therefore, they aÍe candidates for

diversification. Across both systems and commodities, the 10 forecasting steps ahead

silver neural network and the 25 forecasting steps ahead corn ARIMA are negatively

correlated. These aiso make good candidates for diversifîcation. Similarly, the 10

forecasting steps ahead Deutsche Mark neural net and the25 forecasting steps ahead corn

ARIMA are weakly correlated. They also are strong candidates for diversification.

Neural Network Performance

Past research suggests that neural networks should perform comparably or more

accurately than ARIMA models. However, in reality this may not always be the case for

a number of reasons. First, use of nondifferenced data may cause problems for neural

networks since nondifferenced data has large ranges, which may cause errors to be large.

Often, neural network developers recorrlmend that neural networks be estimated on a
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small range data. For example, changes, which have small values and small ranges"

However, since this study has used price levels rather than changes for the neural

network, some problems may occrrr.

Secondly, the sofnvare error minimizatíon algorithm may fail to reach the global

minimum. This results in the neural network not reaching the minimum orror on the er¡or

function, similar to a nonlinear least squares estimator not reaching a minimum error.

Thirdly, there may be over fitting of the neural network rnodel if the model has

a relatively large number of parameters (weights) compared to the number of

observations. Neural networks have far more parameters than AzuMA models since they

are noniinear. However, a slightly over fitted model may still perform adequately if it is

frequently re-estimated when forecasting. This is because such a model is fitted closely

to past data patterns, and so does not perform properly when the data pattern changes.

Therefore, it must be re-estimated (or re-fitted) often if it uses a latge number of

parameters, or its performance will be affected by over fitting.

Fourthly, the neural networks are not compared with ARIMA for forecasting up

to one, three, and five steps ahead. Instead neural networks are compared with AzuMA

for forecasting up to ten and twenty-five steps ahead because it wouid require a large

amount of computation time to produce the shorter step ahead neural network forecasts.

Neural networks may perform better at short forecasting steps ahead as they have more

parameters than ARIMA, though this is a subject for further research.
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Summary

The objectives of this study are to (1) determine the implications of different steps

ahead forecasts on commodity futures trading performance; and (2) determine the nading

perfonnance of neural networks, ARIN4A, and naive technical trading models. CBT Corn,

Comex Silver and IMM Deutsche Mark weekly closing futures forecasts are used with

technical trading rules to give buy and sell signals. Trades and percent returns statistics

are then determined.

This study shows four important findings. First, the total number of nades declines

with the increase in the number of forecasting steps ahead. Secondly, Neural networks

provide more trades than naive and ARIN4A in the case of corn and the Deutsche Mark.

This result may be because of neural networks nonlinear ability to forecast more turning

points even at longer forecasting horizons than ARIMA. In case of Silver, however, the

neural network generates less trades than ARIMA.

Thirdly, the returns from neural network trades are generally lower than the returns

from ARIMA trades. This suggests that AzuMA may be abie to captrue large and more

important turning points than the neural network. The neural network may, however,

capture a larger percentage of turning points, but they are small and less important.

Fourthly, all the models have positive returns, and while corn and silver returns

are generally statistically significant, Deutsche Mark retums are not. However, the models

demonstrate some capabilities to provide information necessary for trading decision

making. Positive returns have been reahzed from these models using past prices, which

is the essonce of technical analysis, to provide trading signals. Therefore, using technical
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analysis appears to be profitable in this study. This result supports the findings of Sweeny

(1986), Boyd and Brorsen (1991), Tayior (1994) and DeMatos et al (1995) who found

positive technical analysis returns. This result contradicts the efficient market hypothesis,

which implies that trading should yield zero profits, and supports disequilibrium rheory"

The Sharpe ratios for the retums here are comparable to those by Boyd and

Brorsen (1991). The draw downs are also relatively smaller than those found by other

studies such as Lukac and Brorsen (1990). These draw down levels are acceptable

because they imply that the systems developed here could be relatively safe for trading.

That is, only a small percentage of equity as indicated by the draw down may be at risk.

Finally, the relatively low correlation of returns provide opportunities for diversification

across corunodities, systerns or, both commodities and systems.
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Table 4.1 Trading Results of Corn Futures Over Various Forecasting Steps Ahead and Across Naive, ARIMA, and
Neural l{etwork Trading Models (1974-1995) .

STATISTIC

Total numbe¡ of trades

Average profit per nade ($)

Total number of profitable rades

Percent total profitable trades

Average profit per profitable trade ($)

Total number of losing rades

Percent total losing ftades

Average loss per losing trade ($)

Number of break-even trades

Percent break-even trades

NAIVE

514

58.08

/.o5

5r.11

283.83

212

41.25

(211.29)

39

1.59

ARIMA
1b

532

57.6r

261.

49.06

31r.57

224

42.11

(226.21)

41

8.83

Notes:

ARIMA
3

394

56.84

195

49.49

287.68

111

44.92

(1.90.42)

22

5.58

Results are out of sample
1 step ahead ARIMA trading model.
10 steps ahead neural network trading model.

ARIMA

236

44.66

105

44.49

331.21

116

46.1,5

(208.e4)

lf

6.36

ARIMA
10

L¿.)

108.07

61

49.59

391.42

43.90

(202.78)

8

6.50

ARIMA
25

56

39.69

22

?a ?a

406.10

29

5r.19

(23 1.90)

5

8.934

NEURAL
NET 10"

589

35.25

293

49.15

269.38

249

42.28

(233.s9)

41

1.98

NETJRAL
NET 25

588

41.35

294

50.00

274.29

246

41.84

(228.98)

48

8.16
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Table 4.2 Trading Results of Silver Futures over Various Forecasting Steps Ahead and across Naive, ,A.RIMA, and
Neural Network Trading Models (1977-1995)".

STATISTIC

Total number of trades

Average profit per trade ($)

Total number of profitable trades

Percent total profitable trades

Average profit per profitable trade ($)

Total number of losing fades

Percent losing trades

Average loss per losing trade ($)

Number of break-even trades

Percent break-even trades

NATVE

520

274.39

247

47.50

t199.94

zti

40.96

(721..60)

60

11.54

ARIMA
1b

465

435.96

50.1 1

138t.1.2

t74

37 "42

(684.31)

58

12.41

ARIMA

Notes: u Results are out of sampie
b 1 step ahead ARIMA trading model.
" 10 steps ahead neural network trading model.

455

408.56

223

49.01

ARIMA
5

445

388.27

219

49.21

1.302.61

183

+L.IL

(614.18)

43

9.66

ARIMA
10

131.4.91

116

38.68

(60e.83)

56

t2.31

447

311.43

2t2

41.43

1300.54

1,76

39.31

(607.e8)

59

1,3.20

ARIMA
25

358

336.49

t74

48.60

rt90.12

143

39.94

(606.43)

4l

tI.45

NEURAL
NET 10'

365

319.61

180

49.32

r279.31

145

39.73

(632.38)

40

10.96

NEURAL
NET 25

351

438.60

r75

49.02

1391.89

t42

39.78

(612.68)

40

TT.2O
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Table 4.3 Trading Results of Deutsche Mark Futures Over Various Forecasting Steps Ahead and Across Naive,
AR.IMA, and Neural Network Trading Models (1980-1995)'.

STATISTIC

Total number of trades

Average profit per nade ($)

Total profitable trades

Percent total profitable trades

Average profit per profitable trade ($)

Total number of losing Íades

Percent total losing trades

Average loss per losing üade ($)

Number of break-even trades

Percent Break-even trades

NAIVE

389

22.62

202

5 1.93

750.68

184

4',7.30

(176.29)

J

0.17

ARIMA
1b

3tr

28.98

193

52.02

783.55

r75

41.r1

(802.1r)

0.81

ARIMA
3

Notes: u Results are out of sample
o 1 step ahead ARIMA trading model.
" 10 steps ahead neural network trading model.

380

'78.59

211

55.53

819.55

r66

43.68

(861.82)

J

0.19

ARIMA
5

391

3 1.86

207

52.r4

820.41

186

46.85

(84s.03)

Á

1.01

ARIMA
10

397

12.45

ZIJ

53.65

898.65

181

45.59

(8e8.62)

0.16

ARIMA
25

365

86.30

196

53.70

850.17

164

44.93

(824.70)

5

t..J I

NEURAL
NET 10'

398

49.81

208

52.26

832.99

188

41.24

(816.02)

2

0.50

NEURAL
NET 25

409

44.01

215

52.51

832.85

t92

46.94

(838.74)

2

0.49
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Table 4.4 Monthly and Annual Fercent Returns
and Neural Network Tnading Models
Ahead (1974-1995) .

for Corn Futures Naive, ,ARIMA
Over Various Forecasting Steps

MODEL STATISTICb'"'d MONTHLY ANNUAL

NAryE

ARIMA 1

ARIMA 3

ARIMA 5

ARIMA 10

Mean
t-statistic

Sharpe ratio
Kurtosis

Skewness
Minirnum
Maximum

Draw down %

Mean
t-statistic

Sharpe ratio
Kurtosis

Skewness
Minimum
Maximum

Draw down Vo

Mean
t-statistic

Sharpe ratio
Kurtosis

Skewness
Minimum
Maximum

Draw down o/o

Mean
t-statistic

Sharpe ratio
Kurtosis

Skewness
Minimum
Maximum

Draw down %

Mean
t-statislic

Sharpe ratio
Kurtosis

Skewness
Minimum
Maximum

Draw down %

41.26'
5.14
1.09

-0.06
-U.JJ

-54.52
115.21

/1r1 7,1'

2.51

0.54
-0.32
0.16

-1 1 1.95

208.90

JO.JJ

2.55

0.54
8.51
2.48

-35.62
282.07

13.73

1.06

0.22
2.L2
t.4f

-61.44
r85.41

21.68"
) A¿.

0.52
3.30
r.63

-23.89
1.48.20

4.81

4.81

4.31

4.t2

4.39
0.28
3.9',7

1..42

-26.40
72:U

4.01-
J.J. I

0.20
1.95

1.05

-40.42
75.8 i

4.06"
2.18

0.20
19.90

3.01
-34.60
160.00

2.08
f.i8
0.09

20.51

3.30
-38.33
156.52

4.96.
2.52
0.29
0.31

0.50
-37.96
56.52
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Tabïe 4.4
(Continued)

MODEL STATISTIC"'"'" MONTHLY ANNUAL

ARIMA 25

NEURAL NET 10

NETIRAL NET 25

Mean
t-statistic

Sharpe ratio
Kurtosis

Skewness
Minimum
Maximum

Draw down %

Mean
t-statistic

Sharpe ratio
Kurtosis

Skewness
Minimum
Maximum

Draw down 7o

3.95

4.81

1.08

0.32
0.05
3.10
1.48

-u.r8
10.61

¿.o I

2.07

0.13
7.11

t.46
-42.53

r31.56

2.95-
2.30
0.14
8.01
1..54

-42.53
t37.56

r./o
0.29
0.06
1.00

0.98
-40.37
10.91

30.19'
2.07

0.44
0.35

0.65
-71.41
183.78

34.05"
2.31
0.50
-0:u
0.25

-71.17
180.66

Mean
t-statistic

Sharpe ratio
Kurtosis

Skewness

Minimum
Maximum

Draw down % 4.87

u Results are out of sample.
b Commodity trading returns are calculated using total investment of $100,000, of

which 25 percent is invested in margins arld75 percent held back for potential
margin calls.

. 
Significant at 5 percent

" Draw down is the minimum of percentage changes in equity over the entire trading
period. For example if a trader started with $100,000 equity whose lowest point of
equity at any time over the trading period was $60,000, then the draw down would
be $40,000 divided by $100,000 or 40 porcent.

o Sharpe ratio is calculated by dividing mean return by standard deviation. The higher
the Sharpe ratio the lower the risk of retums.
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Table 4.5 Montfily and Annual Fencent Returns for Silver Futures Naive, ARIMA,
and Neural Network Trading Models Oven Various ForecastÍng Steps
(t977-1995)^.

MODEL STATISTICI''"'d MONTHLY ANNUAL

NATVE

ARIMA 1

ARMA 3

ARMA 5

ARMA 10

Mean
t-statistic

Sharpe ratio
Kurtosis

Skewness
Minimum
Maximum

Draw down û/o

Mean
t-statistic

Sharpe ratio
Kurtosis

Skewness
Minimum
Maximum

Draw down %

Mea¡r

t-stalislic
Sharpe ratio

Kurtosis
Skewness
Minimum
Maximum

Draw down 7o

Mean
t-statistic

Sharpe ratio
Kurtosis

Skewness
Minimum
Maximum

Draw down %

Mean
t-statistic

Sharpe ratio
Kurtosis

Skewness
Minimum
Maximum

Draw down %

28.21

20.06

28.2r

28.21

t 1.91

J.O I

4.82
0.33
1..96

1.09

-r8.11
43.12

5.01.
5.26
0.37
¿. r3
1.1 1

-26.64
60.19

4.64-
4.95

0.35
2.89

r.31
-11.98
60.78

5.22'
6.01
0.43
l.f I
0.89

-¿o. I ¿

41.53

+. tó
5.11

0.37
1.00

0.87
-26.12
41.53

40.26"

3.53
0.81
0.09

0.62
-29.03

156.92

53.32"
4)?
0.97

-0.23

0.30
-JJ, r O

110.65

48.31-
)./l+
0.14

- 1.13

0.60
-26.93

16 i.95

)-J.tô
4.76
1.09

-0.72

0.25
-19.21

L49.33

46.86"

3.69
0.84
0.68

0.69
-50.13

t]9.r1.
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Table 4.5
(Continued)

MODEL STATISTICSI''" MONTHLY ANNUAL

ARMA 25

NELIRAL NET 10

NEI.]RAL NET 25

Mean
t-statistic

Sharpe ratio
Kurtosis

Skewness
Minimum
Maximum

Draw down %

Mean
t-statistic

Sharpe ratio
Kurtosis

Skewness
Minimum
Maximum

Draw down 7a

13.19

13.79

À <').*

4.66
0.31
0.87
0.87

-r9.u
45.50

4.03-
3.79
0.28
5.01
i.58

-28.53
7',7.44

+.¿D

3.19
0.29
4.r1
l.l I

-28.53
77.4

31.68"
3.52
0.80
f.i3
0.87

-32.90
159.09

36.86.
2.80

0.64
2.50

1.53
-u.70
200.00

38.39-
2.91

0.66
2.1.5

r.26
-40.50
r98.4r

Mean
t-statistic

Shrrne ratio-'_* r- _ *-."
Kurtosis

Skewness
Minimum
Maximum

Draw down % 13.19

o Results are out of sample.
b Commodity rading returns are calculated using total investment of $100,000, of

which 25 percent is invested in margins and 75 percent held back for potential
margin calls.

. 
Significant at 5 percent.

" Draw down is the minimum of percentage changes in equity over the entfue trading
period. For example if a trader stafied with Íì100,000 equity whose lowest point of
equity at any time over the trading period was $60,000, then the draw-down would
be $40,000 divided by $100,000 or 40 percent.

o Sharpe ratio is calculated by dividing mean ïeturn by standard deviation. The higher
the Sharpe ratio the lower the risk of returns.
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Table 4.6 Monthly and Annual Fercent
ARIMA and Neural Network
Steps (1977-1995) .

Returns for Deutsche Mark Futt¡res Naive,
Trading Models Over Various Forecasting

MODEL STATISTIC"'"3 MONTHLY ANNUAL

NAIVE

ARIMA 1

ARIMA 3

ARIMA 5

ARIMA 10

Mean
t-statistic

Sharpe ratio
Kurtosis

Skewness
Minimum
Ma.ximum

Drau, down o/o

Mean
t-statistic

Sharpe ratio
Kurtosis

Skewness
Minimum
Maximum

Draw down %

Mean
t-statistic

Sharpe ratio
Kurtosis

Skewness
Minimum
Maximum

Draw down 7o

Mean
t-statistic

Sharpe ratio
KurtosiS

Skewness
Minimum
Maximum

Draw down %

Mean
t-statis[ic

Sharpe ratio
Kurtosis

Skewness
Minimum
Maximum

Draw down %

5.02

/1 <<

5.02

5.02

5.02

0.89
0.15
0.05
1.61

0.02
-55.U
56.20

0.64
0.48
0.04
0.28

0.04
-50.83

45.59

I.7T
I.If
0.08
0.60

-0.35
-58.14

60.41.

0.68
0.41
0.03
1.85

0.03
-62.88
91.38

2.30
r.36
0.10
1.38

0.06
-58.14

91.38

10.93

0.78
0.19
0.14
0.68

-67.1.5

t36.69

1i.60
0.62
0.16
1..1.2

0.90
-96.85

192.8r

n4?
7.17

0.42
0.22
0.78

-45.86

r44.02

9.52
0.58
0.1.4

0.59

0.62
-87.58
165.65

28.70
1.58

0.39
14,4

0.92
-93.23
204.95
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Table 4.6
(Continued)

MODEL STATISTICSb'" MONTHLY ANNUAL

ARIMA 25

NEURAL NET 10

Mean
t-statistic

Sharpe ratio
Kurtosis

Skewness
Minimum
Maximum

Drawdown % 4.81

Mean
t-statistic

Sharpe ratio
Kurtosis

Skewness
Minimum
Maximum

Draw down 7o 5.03

2.58
l.o /
0.13
i.60
0.55

-39.62
84.66

1.63

1.10
0.08
1.02

0.46
-44.35
18.56

r.56
1.03

0.07
0.99

0.41
-44.36

78.56

23.89
7.42

0.35
0.33
0.79

-83.60
r57.03

19.40

1.00
0.25

-0.78
0.03

-778.44

153.02

19.42

1.01

0.25
-0.55

0.00
-1 19.98
159.55

NEURAL NET 25 Mean
t-statistic

Sharpe ratio
Kurtosis

Skewness
Minimum
Maximum

Draw down % 5.03

o Results are out of sample.
b Commodity trading returns are calculated using total investment of $100,000, of

which 25 percent is invested in margins and75 percent held back for potential
margin calls.

" Drawdown is the minimum of percentage changes in equity over the entire trading
period. For example if a trader stafted with $100,000 equity whose lowest point of
equity at any time over the trading period was $60,000, then the drawdown would
be $40,000 divided by $100,000 or 40 percent.

u Sharpe ratio is calculated by dividing mean return by standard deviation. The higher
the Sharpe ratio the lower the risk of returns.
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Table 4.7 Weekly,A,utocorrenation Coefficients for corn,
silver and Deutsctre Mark Futures Frice Changes.

COMMODITY
ATJTOCORRELATION

COEFFICIENT

Corn
(r914-199s)

Silver
(1911 -r99s)

Ðeutsche Mark
(1980-199s)

-0.018
(-0.612)

0.133'
(4.101)

0.008
(0.23e)

-Significant 
at 5 percent; /-values in parentheses.
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Table 4.8 Correlation Coefficients for Annual

Corn and Silver Futures Returns Correlation Matrix.

CNV" CAl CA3

CNV 1.OO

cAi 0.57

CA3 O.4L

cA5 0.35

cA10 0.77

cA25 0.83

cNN10 0:t4

cNN25 0.26

sNv 0.11

sAl 0.18

sA3 0.06

sA5 -0.11

sA10 0.50

sA25 0.41

sNN10 -0.14

sNN25 0.00

1.00

032 1.00

0.29 0.92

0.44 0.78

0.41 0.44

0.39 0.44

0.59 0.09

0.59 0.13

0.31 0.08

0.41, 0.L2

0.12 -0.10

0.16 0.02

0.741 0.02

0.24 -0.15

-0.00 -0.04

CA5 CA1O CA25 CNNIOb CNN25 SNV

Percent Returns for Corn, silver and Deutsche Mark
1980-1995.

1.00

0.-t4 1.00

0.39 0.70

0.38 0.6s

0.03 0.20

0.r2 0.07

0.t4 0.13

0.18 0.11

-0.15 -0.20

0.04 0.23

0.05 0.'u

-0.24. -0.14

0.03 -0.38

Notes: ^ CNV is corn naive model; CAl is a 1 forecasting step ahead corn ARIMA mode1.

For the other models S stands for silver and D stands for Deutsche Mark.
. 

Significant at 5 percent.
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1.00

0.96 1.00

0.34 0.32

0"r4 0.11

0.22 0.1,2

0.14 0.11

0.02 -0.00

0.30 0.20

0.29 0.21

-0.2r .0.11.

-0.15 -0.1,2

SA1 SA3 SA5

1.00

0.86 1.00

0.6L. 0.73

0.19" 0.86

0.63. 0.72

0.69. 0.59

0.70. 0.59

-0.02 -0.05

-0.24 -0.30

SA1O SA25 SNN1O SNN25

1.00

0.12

0.56

0.51

0.51

-0.09

-n ,q

1.00

0.16 1.00

0.4r 0.22

0.42 0.23

-0.16 -0.26

-0.20 -0.22

(Continued)

o CNN10 is a 10 forecæting steps ahead com neural network model.

1.00

0.98 1.00

0.01 0.03

-0.03 0.00

1.00

0.32 1.00



Table 4.8 (Continued)

Corn and Deutsche Mark Retüns Correlation Matrix. 1980-1995.

CNV 1.OO

cAl 0.29 1.00

cA3 0.65 0.09

cA5 0.50 -0.06

cA10 0.81 -0.02

cA25 0.87 0.29

cNN10 0.85 0.38

cNN25 0.18 0.64

DNV -0.38 -0.11

DA1 -0.37 -0.09

DA3 -0.16 -0.24

DA5 -0.61 -0.06

DA10 -0.53. -0.06

DA25 -0.06 0.12

DNN10 -0.25 -0.46

DNN25 -0.28 -0.31

CNVU CAI CA3 CA5

1.00

0.90 1.00

0.81 0.65 1.00

0.63 0.62 0.69 1.00

0.58 0.56 0.62 0.98

0.03 0.04 -0.1,2 032

-0.28 -0.30 -0.30 -0.4r

-0.31 -0.33 -0.35 -0.40

-0.23 -0.03 -0.10 -0.26

-0.61. -0.57 -0.62 -0.58

-0.41, -0.35 -0.52'- -0.38

0.i9 0.43 -0.16 0.09

0.24 0.53 "0.09 0.10

-0.19 0.16 -0.37 0.07

CA1O CA25 CNNIOb CNN25 DNV DAl

(Con-tiñued)

Notes: " CNV is corn naive model; CAl is a 1 forecasting step ahead corn ARIMA model.
o CNNi0 is a 10 forecasting steps ahead corn neural network model. For the other models S stands for silver and D stands for Deutsche Mark.- 

Significant at 5 percent.

oi

1.00

0.42 1.00

-0.31 -0.20

-0.33 0.19

-0.29 -0.18

-0.53. -0.29

-0.34 -0.29

0.1.2 0.41

0.07 -0.04

0.06 "0.1s

DA3 DA5 DA1O DA25 DNN1O DNN25

1.00

0.83

0.50

0.86

0.82

0.07

0.2r

0.24

1.00

0.59 1.00

0.63 0.43

0.50 0.30

0.31 0.38

0.20 0.19

0.12 034

1.00

0.94 1.00

-0.08 -0.06

0.10 0.31

0.39 0.53

1.00

052 1.00

0.40 0.73 1.00



Table 4.8 (Continued)

Deutsche Mark and Silver Returns Conelation Matrix. 1980-1995.

DNV^ DA1 DA3

DNV 1.OO

DAl 0.83

DA3 0.50

DA5 0.86

DA10 0.82

DA25 0.07

DNN10 0.21

DNN25 0.24

sNV "0.22

sAi 0.02

sA3 -0.19

sA5 -0.28

sA10 -0.23

sA25 -0.30

sNN10 0.75'

sNN25 0.84"

1.00

0.59 1.00

0.63 0.43

0.50 0.30

0.32 0.38

0.20 0.19

0.1.2 0.34

0.11 -0.r4

0.37 0.i 1

0.23 .0.03

0.1i -0.r4

-0.00 -0.21

-0.04 -0.30

0.59 0.08

0.63 0.40

DA5 DA1O DA25 DNN1O DNN25 SNV SA1

1.00

0S4 i.00

-0.08 -0.06

0.10 0.31

0.39 0.53

-0.2r -0.1,7

-0.r2 -0.03

-0.25 -0.23

.0.28 -0.28

-0.09 -0.16

-0.15 -0.22

0.65- 0.65'

0.78' 0.84'

Notes: " DA1 is a 1 forecasling step ahead Deutsche Ma¡k ARMA model.
b DNN10 is a 10 forecasling steps ahead Deutsche Mark neural network model. For the other models S stands for silver and C stands for Corn.
- 

Significant at 5 percent.

1.00

0.52 1.00

0.40 033 1.00

0.38 0.07 -0.1.4

0.51- 0.61- 0.20

0.52' 0.25 -0.04

0.49 0.r4 -0.13

0.26 -0.36 -0.04

0.19 -0.31 -0.05

0.02 -0.09 -0.08

0.33 0.38 0.57'

SA3 SA5 SA1O SA25 SNN1O SNN25

1.00

0.73 1.00

0.94 0.87

0.95 0.76

0.47 0.01

0.41 0.04

0.20 0.02

-0.12 0.03

1.00

0.96

0.38

0.40

0.05

-0.1.2

1.00

0.43 1.00

0.43 0.98

0.05 0.i9

-0.20 0.06
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1.00

0.10

-0.02

1.00

0.72 i.00



CFtrAPTER. 5

SUMM.{R.Y

The objectives of this study are (1) to determine the impiications of various steps

ahead on market direction (turning point) forecasting, and commodity futures trading

performance; and (2) to cletermine the turning point forecasting performance and trading

performance of neural networks, compared to ARIMA, and naive models.

Weekly data for corn in conts per bushel (1969-1995), silver in dollars per troy

ounce (1972-1995), and the Deutsche Mark in {JS cents per Deutsche Mark (1975-1995)

nearby futures prices are obtained from the vendor Technical Tools Data. A nearby

futures price series is created with contract months rolled over approximately one month

before expiration. Each Tuesday closing price is used to construct the weekly series.

Weekly rather than daily prices are used in order to reduce computation time. The first

five years of data are used to estimate the model leaving out of sample results for corn

(I974-1995), silver (1977-1995) and Deutsche Mark (1980-1995)"

One, three, five, ten and twenty-five steps ahead ARIMA and a naive turning point

forecasting models are developed for forecasting and trading. Also, ten and twenty-five

steps ahoad neural network turning point forecasting models are designed for forecasting

and trading. The results are compared across forecasting steps, by forecasting models, and

bv commoditv.
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Fonecasting Performance Over Various Forecasting Steps Ahead Using ARIM,A

Chapter two investigates turning point forecasting performance over various

forecasting steps ahead using AzuMA and a naive as a bench mark model. Results

suggest two important points. First, turning points forecasting ability declines as the

number of forecasting steps ahead increases. This impiies that AzuMA loses its ability

to forecast turning points as the number of forecasting steps ahead increases. Secondly,

ARIMA shows slightly more accurate turning point forecasting performance than the

naive bench mark model.

Neura[ Network Forecasting Fenforrnance Llsing Comrnodity Futures Fnices

Chapter three deals with developing a neural network model for forecasting tuming

points for commodity futures. Neural networks for forecasting turning points for corn,

silver and the Deutsche Mark are developed. Their forecasting performance is evaluated

against that of ARIMA bench mark inodels at ten and twenty-five forecasting steps ahead.

The contribution of the chapter is an aitempt to explain turning points forecasting

performance of neural notworks relative to ARIMA time-series models.

Results show that neural networks used here predict a higher percentage of turning

points than ARIMA models in five out of six cases. This outcome supports that of

Kohzadi et aI (1996) who find that neural networks predict turning points more accurately

than ARIMA models. Howevet, the Merton's test for turning points prediction shows that

the turning point forecasts are not statistically significant. This result may be because of

using nondifferençed data, or possibly nonoptimal software algorithm, or possibly some
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over fittins of the neural not\^/ork models.

Commodity Futures Trading Ferformance Over Various Steps Ahead Turning

Foint Forecasts using ARÏM.A and lNeural Network Models

Chapter four examines the implications of different steps ahead forecasts on

commodity futures rading performance. The chapter also compares the performance of

neural networks against ARIMA time series models at ten and twenty-five trading steps

ahead. As well, performance of naive and ARIMA at one forecasting step ahead are

cornparecl. A trading rule is constructed to give buy and sell signals.

This chapter provides four important findings. First, the total number of trades

cleclines with the increase in the number of forecasting steps ahead. Secondly, Neural

networks provide more ffades than naive and ARIMA in the case of corn and Deutsche

Mark. This result may be because of neural networks nonlinear ability to forecast more

turning points even at longer forecasting horizons than ARIMA. In case of Silver,

however, the neural network generates less trades than ARIMA.

Thirdly, the returns from neural network trades are generally lower than the returns

from ARIMA trades. This suggests that ARIMA may be able to capture large and more

important turning points than the neural network. The neural network may, however,

capttue a larger percentage of turning points, but they are small and less important.

Fourthiy, all the models have positive returns, and whiie corn and silver returns

are generally statistically significant, Deutsche Mark returns are not. However, the models

demonstrate some capabilities to provide information necessary for trading decision
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making. Positive returns have been rcalízed from these models using past prices, which

is the essence of technical analysis, to provide trading signals. Therefore, using technical

analysis appears to be profitable in this study. This result suppofis the findings of Sweeny

(1986), Boyd ancl Brorsen (199i), Tayior (1994) and DeMatos et ai (1995) who found

positive technical analysis returns. This result contradicts the weak form of efficient

market hypothesis, which implies that technical trading should yield zero profits, and

supports clisequilibrium theory.

The Sharpe ratios for the returns here are comparable to those by tsoyd and

Brorsen (1991). The draw clowns are also relatively smaller than those found by other

studies such as Lukac and Brorsen (1990). These draw downs are relatively low and they

imply that the systems developed here could be relatively safe for trading. That is, only

a small percentage of equity as indicated by the draw down may be at risk. Finally, the

reiatively low correlation of returns provide opportunities for diversification across

commodities, or systems, or both.

Limitations of the Studv

Neural network models are compared with ARIMA at ten and twenty-five

forecasting steps ahead. Comparing these two models at nearer forecasting steps ahead

may improve results for the neural network. Neural networks use more parameters than

ARIMA models, and therefore need to be re-estimated more often because thev are more

subject to over fitting. In this study neural networks are not so often re-estimated because

they are estimated to forecast up to further ahead forecasting steps.
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Suggestions fon Furthen Research

This research is not conclusive, but it has opened up a number of avenues for

further research. First, more commodities should be used ìn order to expand this analysis.

Secondly, neural networks and ARIMA should be compared at nearer forecasting steps

ahead in order to improve results for the neural network. Thirdly, an alternate neural

network software package may be used which may better reach the minimum error on the

error function. Fourthly, alternative trading rules to the simple rule used here could be

used to further examine trading performance and see if the models can be profitable with

different tradins rules.

Other areas of research may inclucle a study of a portfolio of returns equally

weighted over same years, aggregated across systems, aggregated across commodities, and

aggregated across both systems and commodities. Such a study would be important

because it would reveal potential opportunities for trading diversification. As well,

comparing commodity trading returns with S&P 500 index may provide some insight into

performance of commodity mading returns vorsus stock retums.
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